HALO HOME™
Simple. Secure. Smart.
Wirelessly control lights from anywhere in your home

eaton.com/HaloHome
Smart lighting is the new standard.
HALO Home is a flexible new approach to smart home lighting. Our system offers a range of Bluetooth® fixtures, controls and accessories that work seamlessly together. From a single light to an entire home, your smart lighting search starts and ends here.
Smart lighting solutions for the whole home

Today, homeowners expect lighting that fits their lifestyle. The HALO Home system lets you easily build a lighting plan that meets your needs by enhancing home security, energy savings and aesthetics. No internet or hub required.

Set the scene
Access lights via the HALO Home app on a smart device, with options for dimming, color adjustment, on/off functions and automatic scheduling.

Save energy
With the ability to group, dim, and schedule an entire home’s lighting, HALO Home helps cut back on wasted energy and money.

Boost security
A well-lit home is a safer home. With HALO Home, customers can time their indoor and outdoor lighting to automatically turn on when they need it, with full control from anywhere with the Internet Access Bridge.

Simple. Secure. Smart.
HALO Home light fixtures & accessories

1. HALO RL Smart LED Downlight
2. Smart Outdoor Security Flood
3. Smart Outdoor Security Motion
4. In-wall Accessory Dimmer
5. In-wall Smart Dimmer
6. Anyplace Bluetooth Dimmer
7. Smart Wall Plug
8. Smart Internet Access Bridge
9. Wireless Adapter
Take control

A range of control options to suit your project.

HALO Home offers lots of control options – from Bluetooth in-wall wired switches to Bluetooth-enabled wireless “anyplace” controls, user-friendly mobile apps, web application, or all of the above. No internet connection or hub is required to get started; you can easily configure the lights using Bluetooth connection and any smart device. For customers who want on-the-go control and Amazon Alexa* compatibility, there’s the option to connect the Internet Access Bridge.

*Pair with Amazon Alexa for voice control or access your lights remotely from anywhere with the Internet Access Bridge (sold separately) by using your mobile device or web browser.

HALO Home app

Our user-friendly mobile app lets you control lighting from your fingertips, and from anywhere in the world (with the optional Internet Access Bridge). Available for iOS and Android, it features dimming, adjustable white tuning, and automatic scheduling.

Bluetooth mesh

Rest assured knowing HALO Home’s devices are communicating securely. Advanced Bluetooth mesh technology provides for a secure, simple wireless connectivity.

Voice control compatible

Customized home lighting, on-command. HALO Home is compatible with Amazon Echo/Alexa products, when using the optional Internet Access Bridge.

Flexible and scalable

HALO Home is a simple and flexible connected option, with the ability to install as little as one smart light or scale up to control the entire home through the easy-to-use HALO Home app for iOS or Android.

Easy installation

HALO Home connected LED light fixtures are easy to install, and ready to connect to an entire smart lighting system out-of-the-box.

White tuning

The HALO Home smart light fixtures provide the ability to adjust color temperatures (2700K-5000K) throughout the day or set to a desired state.

Connect the power of HALO

Smart LED Light Fixtures + Dimmers + Internet Access Bridge (optional) + Mobile & Web Application + HALO Market-Leader residential lighting
Countless ways
to Customize
The days of walking across the room to turn on a light are long gone. You can do this (and much more) from your phone, with our easy-to-use mobile app for iOS and Android.

No internet or hub is needed to get started. The app saves the user’s preferences and settings to their device, so programming goes off without a hitch -- with or without the Internet, or even having the phone nearby.

And for those who want to control it all from anywhere, there’s the Internet Access Bridge. This allows for global access and 24/7 clock synchronization via the home’s wireless network and the option to add voice control with Amazon Alexa.
Who hasn’t started backing out the driveway, only to realize they accidentally left the lights on? Now, turning lights on and off throughout the home is as easy as pulling up a mobile app.

**On / Off**

Set the mood, while saving energy and money. HALO Home’s dimming features help cut energy costs, and extend the life of LED bulbs.

**Groups**

Group lights by room to control the entire room’s lighting at once. You can choose which lights are grouped together, and change those groupings at any time.

**Scenes**

Different occasions call for different lighting. Whether it’s getting ready for work, prepping for dinner, or winding down for movie night, you can customize settings around your schedule.

**White Tuning**

The right light color can complement a home beautifully. You can find the perfect setting, with color adjustment from 2700K (warm white) to 5000K (daylight) from the app.

**Countdown Timers**

Program a countdown to turn the lights on, off or flash.

**Schedules**

Program lights to automatically turn on or off even when your phone is off or out of range.

**Random and Vacation Schedules**

Lights will turn on and off randomly at different times, making the home look lived in even when you are away. It’s just one of the ways HALO Home enhances security.

**Sunrise and Sunset Schedules**

Lights can be programmed to turn on and off automatically, according to actual dusk and dawn times in your area. It even updates automatically as the seasons change.
HALO Home connected LED light fixtures are easy to install, and ready to connect to an entire smart lighting system out-of-the-box. Our versatile downlight options are perfect for virtually anywhere indoors, and our outdoor fixtures offer enhanced security and endless customized options.

**Features**

**Dimmable**
Adjust the brightness down to 5% using the HALO Home Anyplace dimmer switch, or the app.

**White tuning**
Homeowners can cast their home in its best light. Use the app to adjust color temperature from 2700K (warm white) to 5000K (daylight.) The light will maintain 90 CRI throughout color adjustment. Factory defaults to 3000K.

**Groups**
Our fixtures are made to work together. They can be easily grouped and controlled, using the HALO Home mobile app.

**Schedules**
Make your lighting work with your schedule, automatically. Use the app to schedule individual lights or groups of lights.

**HALO Home RL Smart LED Downlight**
Wirelessly control Smart LED Downlight using HALO Home mobile application.

- **catalog number:**
  - RL4069BLE40AWH - White
  - RL56069BLE40AWH - White

- Adjustable CCT from 2700K - 5000K, 90 CRI
- Dimming down to 5%
- Compatible with 4”, 5” & 6” standard and shallow recessed housings
- Universal installation with integrated torsion springs and friction clips
- Wet and damp location listed and IC (Insulated Ceiling) rated
- Air-Tite™ certified per ASTM-E283-04
- Diffusing, impact resistant polycarbonate lens
- Available in 3 finishes using designer trim covers:
  - RL4TRMWH RL56TRMWH
    - White (Paintable)
  - RL4TRMTBZ RL56TRMTBZ
    - Tuscan Bronze
  - RL4TRMSN RL56TRMSN
    - Satin Nickel

For product availability and to learn more: [eaton.com/HALOHome](http://eaton.com/HALOHome)
Smart Outdoor Security - Flood
Control one or multiple lights. ON/OFF, dimming, grouping, set scenes, scheduling and white tuning capabilities.

catalog number:  
**FTS20CW** - White  |  **FTS20CB** - Bronze

- Adjustable CCT from 3000K - 5000K
- Dimming down to 5%
- Precision optics and reflector for maximum light output
- Perfect for wall or eave mount
- Tool-less adjustment

---

Smart Outdoor Security - Motion
Control one or multiple lights with motion sensor. ON/OFF, dimming, groups, set scenes, schedules and white tuning capabilities. Adjust duration, sensitivity and photo control settings.

catalog number:  
**MST20C18W** - White  |  **MST20C18B** - Bronze

Motion sensor turns lights on automatically when motion is detected

- Program motion sensitivity using the app
- Adjustable CCT from 3000K - 5000K
- Dimming down to 5%
- Precision optics and reflector for maximum light output
- Perfect for wall or eave mount
- Tool-less adjustment

For product availability and to learn more: [eaton.com/HALOHome](http://eaton.com/HALOHome)
customize with

Smart lighting accessories

Lighting is at the customer’s command, with a range of controls and accessories they can customize to fit their style. All HALO Home control accessories are ready to be paired with HALO Home or other lighting fixtures, and work seamlessly as one system.

Anyplace Bluetooth Dimmer

No wiring necessary! Place the wireless dimmer switch anywhere in the home, for control your way.

catalog number: HWAS1BLE40AWH - White

- ON/OFF and Dimming; Group, Scene and Schedule in app
- Easy set-up. No wiring necessary (3 batteries - included)
- Operates using secure Bluetooth network
- Control multiple lights
- Connect multiple switches to one light
- Mountable (attachments included)
- Moves to anywhere in your home

Internet Access Bridge

Access your HALO Home Bluetooth network remotely by simply connecting the bridge to your Wi-Fi. The Internet Access Bridge requires a router, internet connection and HALO Home compatible products to setup and use.

catalog number: HWB1BLE40AWH - White

Uses your Wi-Fi network

- Compatible with Amazon Alexa for voice control
- Easy to install into standard 100-240V outlet
- Easy set-up
- Remote access to entire HALO Home lighting system using mobile device or web browser from anywhere in the world

For product availability and to learn more: eaton.com/HALOHome
In-wall Smart Dimmer
Controls standard lighting fixtures with dimmer or HALO Home mobile app.
catalog number:
HIWMA1BLE40AWH - White
• ON/OFF and Dimming; Group, Scene and Schedule in app
• Works with dimmable, LED, CFL, halogen and incandescent bulbs and light fixtures
• Easily control lights with one switch per circuit
• Combine with the In-wall Accessory Dimmers for 3 way or multi-dimmer applications for standard lights
• 120V / AC 60Hz standard house wiring
*wall plate sold separately

Smart Wall Plug
Controls standard floor and table lamps with standard 120V plug via HALO Home mobile app.
catalog number:
HWP1BLE40AWH - White
• ON/OFF and Dimming; Group, Scene and Schedule in app
• Designed to leave second outlet open

In-wall Accessory Dimmer
Controls HALO Home smart LED lighting fixtures – allows functionality of HALO Home lighting products features.
catalog number:
HIWAC1BLE40AWH - White
• ON/OFF and Dimming; Group, Scene and Schedule in app
• Works with HALO Home Smart LED lighting fixtures
• Easily control HALO Home lights with one or more dimmers
• 120V / AC 60Hz standard house wiring
*wall plate sold separately

Wireless Adapter
Enables wireless control of individual standard recessed LED fixtures.
• ON/OFF and Dimming; Group, Scene and Schedule in app
• 120V / AC 60Hz standard house wiring
• Connects to dedicated LED recessed housing

For product availability and to learn more: eaton.com/HALOHome
Smart home lighting starts here

Customize your smart lighting experience to meet your exact needs and stay within budget

All you need is one HALO Home device!

Lights and controls combined!

Total home solution!

- OR
- OR
- OR

* Bridge required for remote / internet access and Alexa
We make connected homes work.*

*Smart homes start with smart lighting.* It’s the upgrade that enhances your home’s security and visual comfort — all while saving energy. With conveniences like motion sensors, Bluetooth integration, and wireless on-the-go control, connected lighting technology is becoming the new standard for homeowners.

- Home Exterior
- Kitchen
- Bedroom & Living Areas
- Bathrooms
- Utility
Lighting Product Lines
HALO
HALO Commercial Portfolio
Iris
RSA
Metalux
Corelite
Neo-Ray
Fail-Safe
MWS
Ametrix
Shaper io
Lumark
McGraw-Edison
Invue
Ephesus
Lumière
Streetworks
AtLite
Sure-Lites

Controls Product Lines
Greengate
iLumin
Zero 88
Fifth Light Technology
iLight (International Only)

Connected Lighting Systems
LumaWatt Pro
WaveLinx
Distributed Low-Voltage Power
ConnectWorks
HALO Home